WHERE OTHERS SEE EMPTY SPACE, WE SEE OPPORTUNITY

TURNING EMPTY SPACES INTO LIVING SPACES

Weylandts Spaces is the interior design and concept division of Weylandts - the leading luxury furniture and homeware retailer in South Africa, Namibia, and Australia.

We conceptualise and develop a unique design vision in line with each client’s brief and unique needs, utilising the expertise within Weylandts Spaces. We also tap into the talent and know-how of artisans and brands within our global network who create tailor-made furniture pieces and decor items as needed.

Operating under the guidance of Chris Weylandt, our skilled interiors team has a wealth of experience across a wide range of domestic, hospitality, corporate and leisure interior projects.
GOOD LIVING STARTS FROM THE GROUND UP

Every successful building project relies on a solid foundation. Weylandts Spaces has the full support of Weylandts’ established manufacturing, purchasing, logistics, retail and administrative departments, all of which have been in operation for over 20 years.

We also have access to the more than 200 staff members who operate in these departments, ensuring projects are delivered on time and on budget without compromise.
In the early stages of a design project, we bring about design synergy between the architecture and interior space, the lighting and décor as well as between the colour palette and materials. Our management of each project includes, amongst other things:

01/ BUDGETING & PAYMENTS
02/ PROCUREMENT OF SUPPLIERS
03/ SPECIFICATION DOCUMENTATION
04/ SOURCING AND ORDERING OF FURNITURE, RUGS, ART, ACCESSORIES ETC.
05/ INSTALLATION
06/ QUALITY CONTROL
07/ ALL RELATED LOGISTICS
WE LIVE IN A MATERIAL WORLD
Every individual project comprises of a vast array of carefully selected materials - from natural elements such as wood, stone and leather to contemporary finishes like glass, metal and modern substances.

Many of the materials and finishes used are exclusive to Weylandts and Weylandts Spaces, developed over the years specifically for our organisation.
At Weylandts Spaces you’ll find distinctive design in abundance. Each project contains a combination of iconic pieces individually selected to enhance the living space: from the bespoke pieces that we create to our clients’ specifications, to the timeless off-the-shelf pieces that have been carefully sourced from prominent suppliers all over the world. Each object is personally selected for its character and integrity to bring warmth, colour and character to your space.
TRANSFORMING SPACE FROM THE OUTSIDE IN

Weylandts Spaces offers a full turnkey interiors service, executed in five stages:

01/DESIGN CONCEPT
02/DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
03/PROJECT EVALUATION
04/DESIGN AFFIRMATION
05/PROJECT INSTALLATION
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OUR FEE STRUCTURE

In line with the “South African Institute of the Interior Design Profession’s Guidelines” (IID) our professional fee is 1.5% of the final total-project value.

GET IN TOUCH

(t) +27 21 914 1433  (c) +27 82 377 7474  christelle.wait@weylandtshome.co.za  weylandts.co.za/spaces
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